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The Economics Of Organised Crime
Usually abuzz with minibus taxi activities, the Cape Town station deck has been deserted. Negotiations have been ongoing for days in a bid to end taxi violence in the province. Photo: Western Cape ...
Taxi violence: “It is like organised crime trying to take over the economy of the Western Cape”
Negotiations between rival taxi bodies deadlocked. Western Cape Transport MEC Daylin Mitchell and national transport minister Fikile Mbalula have been mediating peace talks betwee ...
South Africa: Taxi Violence - 'It Is Like Organised Crime Trying to Take Over the Economy of the Western Cape'
Mid North Coast criminologist John Walker has spent a lifetime analysing and crunching the numbers on the world's dark underbelly.
Bonny Hills-based criminologist John Walker discusses his extensive career exploring the economic impacts of crime
SOLOMON RAKGOMO ON AFRICAN POLITICS One thing which I have observed for many years in the African political landscape especially ...
White collar crime kills economic growth, and social development
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) for the first time in its advisory called human trafficking as an organised crime. Sections 9.7 and 9.9 of this advisory advised states to conduct financial ...
World day against trafficking in persons: Breaking the back of a criminal enterprise
Australia needs to treat organised crime as a national security issue and take it as seriously as terrorism, one of the nation’s most senior police officers has declared.
Operation Ironside: AFP’s Nigel Ryan reveals new AN0M hit list of organised crime targets
At my small college in rural New Hampshire, crime is virtually nonexistent. Keys are left in unlocked cars overnight. Valuable electronics can be found unsupervised in the college library for hours at ...
The New Face of Crime
Some entrepreneurs and lawyers say Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s campaign has gone too far and is denting business confidence ...
China’s push to purge organized crime casts shadow over private businesses
However, NCA Director General Dame Lynne Owens warned that the threat from serious and organised crime (SOC) continues to grow “ever more complex and challenging to disrupt”. “Operationally, 2020/21 ...
Most successful year ever for NCA – but organised crime remains ‘complex and growing threat’
Jonah Anderson, Partner, and Mhairi Fraser, Associate, at global law firm White & Case London’s status as a key financial centre has brought with it great advantages, not least an influx of ...
Money laundering and the UK financial sector: Does winning the war on illicit finance mean losing the battle of the regulatory and cost burden?
The Special Prosecutor's Office against Organized Crime will continue with the trial of former President Ricardo Martinelli for illegal wiretapping d ...
Organized Crime Prosecutor will continue with wiretap trial
Nobel Laureate Kailash Satyarthi who has been working relentlessly for children and their welfare for the past 36-years was the first to raise the issue of trafficking demanding a stringent law. In ...
Trafficking Bill 2021 will ensure smiles on the faces of children
The United Nations says it is committed to listening and responding to the voices of victims and survivors of human trafficking ensuring their rights and ...
UN to respond to voices of victims of trafficking
Judges who carried out a public inquiry into the assassination of journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia have recommended that “abuse of office” should be added in the criminal code as a ...
Board of Inquiry recommends ‘abuse of office’ to become a crime
Pensioners Ralph and Linda Brodie's case was not passed on to police by Action Fraud despite them being scammed out of £21,000.
That’s just criminal! National fraud reporting service Action Fraud is axed after consistently failing victims of the scam epidemic and racking up thousands of complaints
On World Day Against Trafficking in Persons, the IDS-led Coalition for Religious Equality and Inclusive Development (CREID) is sharing new evidence on how social, political and economic ...
Religious inequalities and trafficking in persons: when the state is complicit
This year’s World Day Against Trafficking in Persons is being observed July 30 under the theme, Victims’ Voices Lead The Way.
Religious sisters work to combat root causes of human trafficking
These criminals were about to smuggle 15 tonnes of hashish into Spain when they were arrested. The investigation began at the end of last year after the Spanish investigators unco ...
8 arrests following seizure at sea of 15 tonnes of hashish by Spanish authorities
The Guardia Civil and Agencia Tributaria, in cooperation with the Portuguese Judicial Police have dismantled an organised crime ...
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